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j Summary

Considering the more general linear mode), the work of Royall and Herson
[2] has been generalised in the light ofthe theory developed by Holt [4]. It has
been found that the two techniques Stratification and Generalized Balanced
Sampling provides more efiScient protection against themodel failure than does
Generalised Balanced Sampling alone, s ..

Xeywordi: Geographical stratification. Super-population probability model.
Generalizedbalanced sample. Generalized stratifiedbalanced sample.

Robustness.

Introduction

The stratified sampling under size stratification, was considered as an
alternative to balanced sampling by Royall and Herson [l]j [2]. They
showed that stratified sampling together with balanced sampling
provided more eflScient protection against errors in the model than the
balanced sampling could do alone. In many practical situations, the
availability of moi-e auxiliary variables related to the variable of interest
cannot be ruled out in addition to size variable. Holt [3] has genera
lised the work of Royall and Herson [1] by considering the general
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linear model. The present work is thegeneralisation ofthework of Royall
and Herson [2] in the light of theory developed by Halt [3]. The
stratification based on more auxiliary variables in general possess
practical problems. For simplicity we here consider geographical
stratification. The eflfect of misspecification of the model on the
estimate of total (or mean) is studied. The choice of sample in which
many super population probability model leading to the same optimal
estimator is discussed.

2. The General Linear Model

We assure that there are /^-auxiliary variables Xi, Xa . . . Xp related
with character of interest Y and their values, like population totals
TiXi), T(Xi) , . . are supposed to be known in the finite population of
size N labelled 1, 2, ... A^. A sample s of n units is to be selected
from the finite population and the jc-values (Character of interest) along
with the values on auxiliary variables associated with the sample units

' N
are to beobserved in order to. estimate the populationtotal 7" = S yu.

k = 1

Here the numbers yi, y^, . . . y^ whose sum we want to estimate are
treated as realised values of independent random variables Y^,
Yi, . . . Yif such that

I'i = 3l .Xji + P2 X^jc + . . . + Pp Xpit + Sft Vh

1,2,. . ,iV (2.1)

where e,, Sj, . . . eyv are independent random variables with mean zero
and variance and Xi&, . . . Xp^ are values of Z,,. . . Xp as
sociated with the unit—A:. Vk is some form of variance of Yh depending
upon the auxiliary variables. In fact the population total which we

' N
want to estimate is an outcome of 7 = S Y^. The expected value and

1=1

P

variance of Yic are therefore, s Pi xib and a' V^, respectively.

Now, since we assume that the whole population is divided into H

B

geographical strata of sizes Nu N^,., . . Nh such that S = N, knd
h — 1

samples of sizes n^, ns . . . tjh are selected independently from strata
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H

\,2, ... H, such that S njt — n, the model (2.1) can thus for such
h—l

situation be written as '

J'liS = Pi Xihk + Pa + . . . + Pp XphTt + Vhk

h = l.2, 1,2, ...N (2.2)

^ • . p .
The expected value and variance of YhTt are, therefore, s and

«= 1

<t' F),» respectively. Note that slopes are assumed to be same in all the
strata. The above model (2.2) in matrix notation is as follows:

Yit = Xtff pp + Eiv

E (sjv) =0, £ (sat = ' (2.3)

where Yjv is N X 1 random vector of JV random variables such that
first Ni are of first stratum followed by Ns variables of second stratum
and so on, Sjt/v ib N X N diagonal matrix.

Our objective is to estimate the finite population total

T=rNyN
H

which is outcome of lU Yn = s /jv Yn
h=\ A

(2.4)

where //v is iV X 1 unit vector.

Before a survey is conducted Yn is unknown. In making estimate for
the population total the samples are selectedfrom strata independently
(not necessary at random) and dependent variables values observed for
each. We may think of the sampling procedure as a partitioning of the
matrix 2ns in (2.3) as follows :

Syvff ==

_ S^nfi

H H

where m == N — n = 2 (Nj, — «» ) = s is the number of
A = 1 A= 1

non-sampled units in Ath stratum. Also, since random variables
are independent and hence

SATtf =

0

Slum ^

0

Itnh^h J

where and are diagonal matrices of known constants
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3. The Estimation Strategy

We consider the model (2.3) to be the true model. But the exact
specification of the model is however not always possible in practice,
The model may be under-specified due to non inclusion of relevant
independent variables. On the other hand the model may be over-
specified due to inclusion of irrelevant independent variables. Since our
objective is to estimate the population total not the co-efficient fip, the
population total of independent variable in the model must be konwn.
Let there be a practical situation where some of the columns of Xp are
known or mistakenly ignored, i.e., the information is available onq <p
auxiliary variables. Naturally the model (2.3) will be reduced to

Y/f = Xaq + f/v O'l)

and that the observed variables follows the model

Yn = b, + Zn (3.2)

whsch is under-specified.
Holt [3] developed an unbiased estimator of the population total in

unstratified population under the model (3.1), which is given by

Y= Ji,Y„ + /m L (3.3)

where b, is the weighted least-square estimate of given by

= X',,W-'Yn (3.4)

Wisa. set of weight used in the estimation. Also, Y is best linear
unbiased estimator (BLUE) if Wnn = ^nn. It is pbvious from (3.3)
that the observed are used directly in F and estimate is made up
for the m non-sampled elements of the finite population by using
weighted least-squares estimate of b and then using the known Xmg
values to predict the corresponding dependent variable values. In fact
the individual values of the ^-auxiliary variables are not itrictly needed

since Im Xm i» simply the vector of non-sampled population total for
each variable.

The estimator 7 was unbiased under the model (3.1) with the variance
equal to

£5 (y - r)' = £5 [in Yn + im Xna 6, - is Ys\*
== O* [ /m Xma_ Xqti {,Xq,i) Xmq /in '

+ Im Swm Im] (3-5)
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where = {X„iWZnX,>iT^ isthe generalized inverse of Xn,.

If the assumed model (3.1) was correct the question of bias did not
arise. We had at our disposal the choice of both Wnn ^nd the n
members of the sample in order to minimize the variance. The optimal
design was to choose Wnn = S,„. If the assumed model (3.1) was in
correctly or incompletely specified in terms of the independent variables,
i.e. if the true model was (2.3) then the possibility of bias could exist.
The bias is therefore given by

£5 [Y - T] = Ei [i„ r„ + L ATm, b, - Y^]

— Im [Xmt Xnn Xnp ^«ipl Pp (3.6)

Halt [3] showed that if one chooses the weight W used in the estim
ation of the co-efficient ^ in such a way that

»^„„ = diag( 2 aiXd, S a< Saj ) (3.7)
\ / = 1 - f-1 i=l /

Xik is the value of the independent variable X, associated with the fcth
unit and. the constants Oi, fla, . . . a, are any real numbers for which

9 ' • , . " ; "
Oi Xit > 0; k — I, 2, ... N

1= !•

Then the bias given by (3.6) becomes zero under balanced sample and
; the estimator in this way i.e. with balanced sample becomes

A N ' ' '
Y=—/nYn

n

Also uider the appropriate variance structure S„„ == Wn„ this estimator
is BLU where W is given by (3.7).

The condition for balanced sample is

n-^I„Xnp = m-'L x^p , (3.8)
That is the first moments of the sampled and non-sampled portions of
the finite population are equal for each of the p-auxitiary variables.

Under balanced sample the veriance given by (3.5) reduces to -

Var (y) =o« 1^ (^ j /rf /„ +{„ 1„
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^ (—] S. X aiXih + x; Sa, Xii
L\nJ 1=1 j-1

=0" (iV - n) ^ s fl/ (3.9)
Now, in stratified sampling we make estimate for each stratum total

and sum up them to give the estimate of the population total. An
f

unbiased estimator of the Ath stratum total 17, = InhYsh under the
model (3.1) will be given by

(3.10)

where is Nh X 1 vactor of variable of the character under study and

Yn^ is X 1 vector of the observed variable in the hth. stratum. i>na is
the weighted leaste square estimate of the co-efl5oients bq based on the
Ath stratum sample and is given by

fifta = JTn,,,,)Yn^ (3,11)

Also, the Yh will be best linear unbiased estimator of Yj^ when

~ ^nhnh

[ ^ <! Q ^
= diag. I s ai xm, s a, xm , . s a< xihn \

\«=1 1=1 1=1 ft )
(3.12)

The variance of estimator under the model (3.1) will be given by

El, \Yh -r- Yh \ o [ ^Qhh ^nhih Im/,

+ /mA S /mft ] (3.13)

To obtain the estimate of the population total T we use the estimator
r,j given by _

Y,t =2 7^
A=1

(3.14)

This estimator is unbiased under the model (3.1) with~variance equal to

Var (y.o =£Uf.«- r]«
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H - y /

X (ATgBjj ) Xmi^ Im
A=1

+ /mjj ZmAWft /on }

125

(3.15)

Since the true model is (2.3), the estimator Y,i under this model will
be biased and the bias will be given by

EUY,i

H H

'.i-D =£5 [
A=i h=y

H

A=1
Inj ^""A ImffXaiiP )pj,} (3.16)

If the sample from stratum Ais balanced i.e. if nT^InhXn\v ==mh^ImhTimh^
for all p, then is an unbiased estimate of Yh under the general
linear model (2.3) provided Wn^„f^ has the form (3.12). If this is true for
cach stratum then the bias given by (3.16) is zero and thus,the estimator
A

y»t becomes unbiased under this general linear model. We refer to such

a sample as generalized stratified balanced sample. We denote it by S (p).
Under.generalized stratified balanced sample i.e. the

variance given by (3.15) reduces to

A H
Var (r,.) = o» S

A-1
(Nn-nn)^( i ]

ni> Vf-l /
(3.17)

where and are sample mean, non-sample mean and popu
lation mean of Xi ia the A-th stratum.

4. Optimal Allocation for Stratified Generalized Balance Sampling

Consider a sample survey cost function as given

H

C = C,+ S Cft/jft
ft=l

(4.1)

wjiere is a fixed amount, Cr is a cost for units sampled in stratunj—
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The optimumvalue of h» is obtained by minimising V{Y,t) subject to
the fixed total cost given by (4.1). It is found that m must be proportion
al to

' • ' ...

A , . ,

when the above optimal allocation's used, the variance of Yn in strati
fied grneralized balanced sampling is obtained as follows:

Ei. Yot - T
H
S

- A=I

"I ? Nl^atXt (4.3)
In the following section we shall now compare some strategies under
generalized balanced sampling. j

5. Comparison of some Strategies

When the variance function Vu and Vhh are linear combination of the
values of the independent auxiliary variables associated with the unit-fc
and, ifoptimum allocation (4.2) is used, then under the more general
linear model having p-auxiliary variables the variances of the estimator
y with generalized balanced sample aiid ?.t with stratified generalized
balanced sample are given by (3.9) and (4;2) respectively. ^

The difference of the variances of these two strategies [F; 5 ip) ] and
[Ffe i 5(/7)] is

EUY^ n-E1.[Y.^--TY

(By cauchy-schwart inequaljty)
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Thus the difference is non-negative and hence the strategy [Fie 5 iS(p) ]

is more efficient than the strategy
•A A

Y; Sip)

6. Robustness and Efficiency of the Estimators

It is, however, notalways possible to find (p>l) auxiliary variables in
practice each satisfying the condition (3.8). It is, therefore, important to
investigate the robustness and efficiency of the proposed estimator as
well as the estimatorSuggested byHolt [3] under unbalanced sample. To
determine the robustness of the estimators a criterion has to be fixed up.
Wjs consider change in the amount of M.S.E. with the deviation of the
model as a criterion to determine the robustness of the estimators. If the
change inthe amount ofM.S.E. of an estimator with the deviation of
the model is nominal, the estimator is said to be robust.

For simplicity we assume 9=1 and v=*. Then the variance ofthe
estimator rand Y,t given by (3.5) and (3.15) respectively becomes:

Var (F) =EK [Y- r]« = o«/v ^

and

Var = [Y.i - T]'=
H

2

(6.1)

(6.2)

A A

Bias of the estimators Y and 7,t under the model (2.3) for v = * are
given respectively by .

Bias(f) = £Uy- T]

= 2 P; {N-n)
• JVi . "•

and

Bias(rH)£s[y.,-n

xil Xsl

XSi ->-y]

H

= s

h=\

S ^jINh -««)
L/=l

Xsiti _ ^

(«.3)

SM (6.4)
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As the mean square error (M.S.E.) is sum of the variance and square

of the bias, the M.S.E. of the estimators Y and Yn under the model (2.3)

for the variance function v(a;) = jc is ;

M.S.E. (7) = ^.S^p,(iV-n) •y

X31

X X
+ aS

M.S.E. (?.,) = I S
A=1

+ «* S
/»=!

Xsi

s Pj (Nh — Tilt)
j^l

(6.5)

S-1 Xfti

1)
(6.6)

It is diflScult to examine theoretically the efiBciency and the robustness
under deviation of the model of the estimators. For this purpose we
consider the following three working models :

Model 1 : E^(Y)= 2

Model II : EK (Y) = 2 - I.S

Model III : (F) = 2 JTi - 1.5 JTa + ^»

Let the population of interest consisting of N = 30 units be divided
into If = 3 strata. Let Ni = 8, iVg = 10, N3 = 12 be strata sizes and
Hi = 2, «a = 3 and /ig = 4 be the sample sizes in the strata Ni, and
Na respectively so that total sample is n=9.

Without loss of generality we may take stratum mean and two cases of
unbalanced sample means of the auxiliary variables ^^2, ATs as given in
the following table :
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TABLE 1
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Strata Stratified sample means of strata
means of auxiliajv vuriables

Unstratified'sample

uxiliary I . 2 3 : ation- means-

var.i^le , AT,=8, ni=2 A^2 = 10,n,=3 ^, = 12./»,=4 N=3,n=9 .

S.S.M. > S.M. *sai=10 *,1 = 9.22

S.S.M. <S.M. - ^.11=3 *Jgi=6 *»3t=7 *,j=5.33

S.M. *21=8 *31=9 -^=7.86, /

/

S.S.M.>S.M. jcTja =6 *.2=7

Xt S.S.M. < S.M. r,ja=4 "*82=^ x'^i=6 ij,=4.22

S.M., . *12 = 5 *22=3 .^a=7' *2=5.13

S:S.M.>S.M. *J J=9
• 9 ^8'=® *i3=8.78

JT, S.S.M.<S.M. a:Jj,= 4 *»j,=3 xsi=2.7ji

S.M. *13=8

&9

11

CO

II

*3=6.46

N.B. : S.M. = Stratum Mean, S.S.M. = Stratum Sample'Mean

' x'j = Total sample mean of the j-th auxiliary variable

= Stratum sample mean of j-th auxiliary variable.

Table 2 shows the diiference of the M.S.E, for proposed estjmator

F«j and the estimator Y suggested by Holt (1975) under dififerent models
for both the situations (sample mean .greater than population mean and
sample mean less than population mean) of stratified unbalanced sample
respectively.

It is obvious from the Table 2 that the proposed estimator Yat is more
eflBcient than the estimator Y for stratified sample mean less than the
population mean under the model I, II, and III. Also for stratified
sample i^ean greater than popi^latiqn mean, it is clear from Table 2 that
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TABLE 2 M.S.E. (Y„) - M.S.E. (Y») /

Model-I Model-n Model-IU

x^>x 2.0938 cr2 -166.16 + 2.0938 o2 -43.17-H 2.0938 tr2

x,'>r-2.6730 o2 -1501.12 — 2.6730 cj2 -6157.65 -2.6730 o2

the estimator Y^t is efficient under the above models for, a* < 20 except
the model—I.

Table 3 describes the robustness of the estimators Y,t and Y. Obvious

ly the difference in M.S.E. of the estimators Yst and Y under model
I and III is small. Such little difference will have negligible effect on
the efficiency of the estimators if model I is used instead of model III or
vice-versa and hence these estimators are robust for these models. More
over, the differences in M.S.E. of both the estimators under model I and
II and model II and III are considerably high and, therefore, these esti
mators are not robust in these situations analysed.

Also, it is clear from the Table 3 that in both the situations of unbalanc
ed sample the absolute value of the differences of the M.S.E.'s of tlie

estimator Y,t under different models is less ,than the absolute value of

the differences of the M.S.E.'s of the estimator Y under different corres

ponding models. Hence the efficiency of the estimator Y,t is less affect
ed relative^to the estimator Ywith the deviation of the model and so the
estimator can be more robust than Y.

TABLE 3 -DIFFERENCE OF M.S.E'3 OF THE ESTIMATORS UNDER

, DIFFERENT MODELS
(For J, > jTand I, < J)

Model

Estimators

III /-///

Y.,
Xs>X -1255.8200 -2.8600 1252.9608

Xi<'x —1925.02 -10600.3200 -8675.3000

Y
Xs>X -1421.9800 -46.0350 1375.9450

X8<X -3426,14 -16757.97 —13331.83
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